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The trend of newspapers started since the time of the Romans led by the famous ruler Julius
Caesar around 60 B.C. This was a golden era when the first hand written news sheet government
bulletin was announced by the Roman Empire. Bulletins which contained the daily acts of the
Roman Empire were carved in stones or metal sheets daily and posted at public places. Years later
when there were many small kingdoms; the rulers had a tough job to give out the kingdomâ€™s
operations to his subjects.

With the success of the Industrial revolution, many countries made newspaper printing as a
business. Newspapers became a good source of information and its demand kept on increasing
among the people as it was very much reliable. In India Punjabi Newspaper came up during the pre-
independence period as a tool for awareness among the people.

Punjabi newspaper is printed in the Punjabi language which is spoken mainly in the states of
Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh and Delhi. These Punjabi newspapers have a
long history as one of the first newspapers in India was printed in Punjabi.

The Punjabi newspaper is mainly circulated in India, Pakistan and a few other western countries.
These newspapers do not focus much on the world events. They have a section for their own
cinema and music, matrimony, local advertisements, editorials, entertainment columns, food
columns, weather forecasts & classified advertisements. They issue Supplements on a regular
weekly basis. A regional language newspaper is always an advantage of the locals as it gives
correct information about their state apart from the global news. As these newspapers are majorly
available in the locals, at times it could becomes quite difficult to access the local infromation of a
state if you are out of city or country. In such a situation, you can access the online issues of these
newspapers. Now, there are many online websites available that provide one with the facility  to
access the Punjabi Newspaper in the local languages. With the help of such websites, one can
easily access the various kinds of local infromation about their city or town even when they are far of
to other cities or in a different country.
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Dobazaar is a UAE based online bookstore that offers all types of a Punjabi Newspaper.  a Buy
Newspapers Online  and get free Delivery at your doorstep
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